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The Pressure's On
When one person says "Let's do it" and the other says "I don't want to"
By Melissa Daly

F

inding out that someone's into you is usually a good thing. If the feeling is mutual,
you can look forward to flirting, meeting
up together one night, and—if things go
well—a sweet romance. But what if, instead of
kissing you good-night, that great person starts
putting pressure on you to have get physical and
doesn't want to hear that you're not ready for sexual activity right now?
Unfortunately, that's not an uncommon scenario.
Eighteen percent of U.S. women ages 18 to 24
reported having had sex when they didn't want to,
according to a recent study; 6 1 percent of the
women who did so said it was because of pressure
from their partners. And while people usually think
of guys as the ones doing the persuading, the pressure's often on for them as well.
Being talked into, coerced into, liquored up for,
or downright forced into going further than you
want to sexually is not OK. "No one has the right
to pressure you to do things that you don't want to
do. A respectful partner should want to ensure
that both of you are happy, not just him- or herself," says Annie Banks, prevention educator at
Project Respect, a teen sexual assault-prevention
program in Victoria, British Columbia, in Canada.
Here's how to deal with all kinds of pressure.

I
I
I
i

Competing Messages
Everybody's interest and readiness levels for sex
are different. Each person has his or her own preferred pace. It's no wonder that people start to
worry that what they're doing (or not doing) is different from what their friends are doing, or what
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everyone on a prime-time TV show is doing, or what
their significant others expect them to do. "That
can add up to a lot of pressure—to have sex, to not
have sex, to have unsafe sex. to have sex at certain times when you don't really want to, or in ways
that don't feel good for you," says Banks.
Some types of pressure are obvious. For example, maybe your partner pushed your hand onto his
or her body or said that if you won't have sex, he or
she can find plenty of other people who will. But
pressure can also be more subtle. Maybe you have
worried that your older, more experienced boyfriend
or girlfriend will expect you to keep up with what
he or she did in a previous relationship. Or maybe he
or she has asked, "Don't you love me?" when you
say you're not interested in getting physical. "Lines
like this are used to make a person feel guilty, and
[he or she is] more likely to submit [due to] the guilt"
rather than due to actual desire, says Michael G.,
17, a member of the New York City Alliance Against
Sexual Assault's Youth Action Council. Check out
other not-so-obvious forms of manipulation in "What
Pressure Looks Like" (page 4).
How to Stand Your Ground
To make your own decisions about sex instead of
going along with what someone else wants, first
determine your boundaries. "If you set limits, even
just in your mind, you're more likely to follow
through on them," says Jeff Temple, a psychologist
and assistant professor in obstetrics and gynecology at the University of Texas Medical Branch in
Galveston. You'll also be better able to communicate those limits to your partner clearly, even in

the heat of the moment, "tf you're uncomfortable
with something that's happening, some phrases
you could say are That doesn't feel so good. Why
don't we try this instead?' or 'Let's go back to
kissing for a while,'" suggests Banks.
Remember that what you do sexually is always
your decision—and yours alone. "Consent isn't
something you give away; it's yours to keep," says
Banks. "So if you decide you no longer want to do
an activity you originally consented to, you can
change your mind. And there's no rule that a certain kind of sexual activity has to eventually
progress to another kind."
If your partner keeps pushing you every
time you're together, it may be time to go your
separate ways. The two of you may just have different priorities. But it's also possible that the person won't take no for an answer—which can
become dangerous. In fact, if you've made it clear
that you're not interested yet the person keeps
badgering you repeatedly over time, it could be
considered sexual harassment. (See "Halting
Sexual Harassment," page 3.) And depending on
your state's laws and how forceful the person
becomes, that person's actions could cross over
to sexual assault.

Guys Feel It Too
Girls are typically thought of as the ones facing the
most pressure to have sex. But guys also can feel
the heat from their partners—whether male or
female—when the partners want to move faster
than the guys feel comfortable with. And like girls,
guys may also sense pressure from other sources,
including their friends, families,
and even pop culture. As a guy.
In a hookup situation, hearing the
no from your partner can stand for one
you may worry that if you don't
of the following:
try to get sex whenever possible, the person you're with might
think that you don't like him or
her, that you have some kind of
problem, or (for straight guys)
that you're gay. "Some people
don't realize there's anything
wrong with pressuring their partner, because they think that's
Got it? Wo has only one meaning. No is how they're 'supposed to' act,"
not open to interpretation.
(continued on page 4)

No means no, every time.

i orne types of pressure can cross over into a much

ous. "You can't say, 'Oh my god, stop,' with a smile on your

> more dangerous area-sexual harassment. An exam- face," says Raven.
'ple might be a guy who grabs a giri's backside every
time he passes her in the hall at school. Or a girl who has

o FIN© SÎREWGTO IW WUIilSEKS If you can get friends to
stand up for you, too, all the better.

accused a guy who rejected her of being gay and has gotten all her friends to call him names whenever they see

o KEEP TKÄCK If incidents continue, write down the date,

him. "Sexual harassment is any behavior of a sexual

the time, and what happened each time, and bring that info

nature that's unwanted, unliked, and occurs on a regular

to a teacher or the principal (or your parents, especially if

basis," explains Ted Rutherford, youth outreach specialist

it happens outside of school). "You have a right to an edu-

at the Texas Association Against Sexual Assault (TAASA).

cation in a safe and healthy environment," says Rutherford.

What Counts as Harassment

school's policy is on sexual harassment," says Rutherford,

Harassment can be physical (groping or touching), written

request a copy from the office or look in your school hand-

(text messages, e-mails, or notes), or spoken (put-downs,

book. If you are the victim of harassment and school

o LEÄKW Y0UK mmiS

"To find out exactly what your

name calling, or catcalls). An explicit comment about

administrators' actions don't help, know that you can go to

someone's appearance may seem harmless or even a

the school district superintendent.

compliment, but often that's not how the recipient sees it,
"It makes me feel like they don't see me, just my body
parts, like they're looking right through me," says Raven W.,
14, of Pflugerville, Texas, an advisory board member of
TAASA's STAR (Students Taking Action for Respect) program. "Before you give someone a compliment," suggests
Kedrick Griffin of Men Can Stop Rape, "ask yourself: Would
I want someone to compliment my sister like that?"
But harassment doesn't happen only between boys and
girls. Guys repeatedly teasing other guys about whether
they've had sex counts as harassment too. Even if you're not
the target, sexually demeaning jokes can be considered

You don't have to wait until you're a
victim to act against sexual harassment-aim to prevent
it in the first place. If someone else is being harassed
and you can help him or her without risking your own
safety, do it. "Even if it's not impacting you
directly, it's impacting the environment you're in," says
Rutherford. Strive for
a school culture
in which sexual
harassment
isn't tolerated.

harassment if they make you uncomfortable-for example, if
classmates make antigay jokes every day in math.
How to Stop It
What should you do if you encounter any of those situations?
o SPEAK W Make it very clear to the harasser that
what he or she is saying or doing is not acceptable. "It doesn't have to be an argument. It
could be as simple as telling the person, 'You
know, that's really not OK,'" says Mark Plitt,
18, of Carrollton, Texas, another STAR program member.
IT Let the person
doing the pressuring know you're seri-
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says Kedrick Griffin, director of community education at the Washington, D.C, organization Men Can
Stop Rape. "They think saying no is just that person's way of saying 'You need to pursue me.'" It's
important for both girls and guys to know once and
for all that none of that is true!

WHAT PRESSURE LOOKS LIKE
Sexual pressure can take many forms, "it isn't always as
obvious as physical or verbal threats," says sexual assaultprevention program educator Annie Banks. "Anytime you
feel like you have to do something with your partner, that's
a red flag." If you find yourself on the giving or receiving

Preventing Pressure
If you find yourseif pushing an unwiliing partner to
take things to the next ievel, you're on dangerous
ground. "Not only do you face the usual risks of sex,
like sexually transmitted infections or an unplanned
pregnancy, but you could get yourself into legai troubie," says Griffin. "'Playing around can quickiy turn
into someone getting mad and getting serious." Even
when your partner is smiling, never assume it's OK
to become forceful, even if you're just kidding.
Keep in mind that even if he or she doesn't yell
the word no. your partner might not be OK with
what you're doing. "A hesitating or reluctant yes
probably also means no, or that you should at
least talk more about it before moving forward,"
says Temple. In other words, a yellow light means
to slow down, not to step harder on the accelerator. Other red flags that may signal that your partner isn't into what you're doing are if he or she
pulls away, looks away, fidgets, or acts nervous.
Body language can be hard to interpret, though,
so partners need to talk as well. "It's the responsibility of the person initiating any sexual activity to
check in and ensure that their partner is happy with
what's happening," says Banks. The safest way is
to ask permission before making each move.
Whatever the answer is, accept it rather than try to
explain why your partner should feel differently. CH2
Rape, Abufte & Incest National Network
www.rainn.org
Think you might be a vicrini of sexual harassment
or assault? At RAINN's Web site, you can click on
Types of Sexual Assault under the Get Info dropdown menu for detailed definitions and guidance.
Or call the hotline ar 1-800-656-HOPF..
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end of any of the following, be aware that each can be
considered pressure or coercion. (Note: That is true
whether a person is being pressured to have intercourse
or to engage in any other form of sex, including oral sex
and mutual masturbation.)
Guilt trips Giving a partner the silent treatment or sulking because he or she didn't consent to sex
Persuasion Talking a reluctant partner into doing more
than he or she wants to do
Emotional manipuiation Threatening to break up or
have sex with someone else if a partner doesn't consent
Piiysicai force Attempting to have sex by pushing a
partner's hands, head, or body into position
Sexual games Spin the bottle, seven minutes in heaven,
truth or dare, or other games in which players dare one
another to kiss or do something else sexual. "Sometimes
these games are helping you act on a true wish, but often
they push you into something you're not quite ready for,"
says Banks.
Refusing to use condoms Forcing a partner to avoid
using protection during sex (or sabotaging a partner's
birth control method)
Aicohoi or drugs Getting a partner drunk or high in order
to take advantage of him or her (or sometimes just engaging
in sexual activity with someone who's under the influencepeople who are intoxicated aren't able to give consent)
Power differences Using a position of power (age,
popularity, money, or blackmail) to get someone to have
sex or promising something in return for sex. such as drugs

Questioning someone's sexuai orientation
Saying a person must be gay if he or she doesn't want to
have sex
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Write to Us!
If you would like our human sexuality experts to answer
your questions in a future issue, please e-mail us at
currentiiealtii@weeklyreader.com.

TEST YOURSELF ON THE FACTS ABOUT SEXUAL ASSAULT
This is a true/false quiz. The answers are on the next page; some of them may surprise you.

1. A person who commits a sexual assault is motivated by an
overwhelming sexual desire.

T

F

2. Most sexual assaults are planned in advance.

T

F

3. Victims are chosen because they are young, beautiful, and
sexually attractive.

T

F

4. Sexual assaults usually occur in dark, deserted places such
as alleys or parks.

T

F

5. Sexual assaults are committed primarily by persons known to the
Victims.

T

F

6. The victim and the attacker in most sexual assaults are of the same
race.

T

F

7. Victims of sexual assault tend to be upset and in shock immediately
after the attack.

T

F

8. The media (TV, movies, music) discourage sexual assault.

T

F

9. A person on trial for sexual assault is less likely to be convicted if
the jury is composed mostly of women.

T

F

10. If a person has consumed alcohol or has used drugs and is sexually
assaulted, the assault is his or her fault.

T

F

11. Consent is not needed if one or both persons is intoxicated.

T

F

12. If a person "says no but means yes," it is not considered sexual
assault.

T

F

Source: AuroraHealthCare ® - For Your Well Being

(ANSWERS)

1. False. The need to dominate and humiliate another human being is the primary motivator.
Sexual gratification is secondary or non-existent; a large number of perpetrators do not
ejaculate during the assault.
2. True. Many perpetrators admit to choosing a victim and stalking her for days, weeks, or
months, and carefully planning the assault. The victim's vulnerability is a prime factor in the
perpetrator's choice. One study found that 95% of gang attacks, 90% of the paired attacks,
and more then 70% of the one-on-one attacks were planned at least partly in advance.
3. False. Attractiveness and suggestive clothes are seldom factors in sexual assault. In a
recent study, more than 90% of the convicted perpetrators were unable to remember what
their victims were wearing. They chose their victims based on their vulnerability (walking
alone at night, hitchhiking, working alone late). Victims ranged in age from 1 month to 92
years.
4. False. There are few places where women have not been assaulted. More than 50% of
reported assaults occur in the victim or assailant's home (often a part of a burglary.)
5. True. Eighty percent of the attacks were committed by relatives, friends, or acquaintances of
the victim. Female children reported that they knew their attackers in 75% of cases.
6. True. Men most often sexually assault women they have the easiest access to, such as
those in their own racial and socio-economic groups.
7. False. This implies that all people have the same emotional and physical reactions, which is
an inaccurate generalization. Some victims are tearful and distraught, while others are
outwardly calm and controlled.
8. False. Movies, television, and music reinforce many myths that can create a climate for
sexual misunderstanding. We are taught that love and marriage are based on the woman
being passive and the man being aggressive - that when women say "no" they really mean
"yes." These myths create a thin line between sexual activity and romance. Our society
encourages sexual assault by implying that those who are more powerful may control those
who are less powerful.
9. True. Historically women have tended to be very hard on victims of sexual assault. They
may be expressing their own need to deny the fact that any woman can be a victim of sexual
assault without doing or saying anything to provoke an attack.
10. False. Alcohol or other drugs are key factors in acquaintance assault. Alcohol and drugs
affect both the ability to say "no" and the ability to listen. Sexual assault is neither invited nor
deserved, regardless of the circumstances.
11. False. Being unable to give consent is the same as not consenting. Intoxication is not an
excuse for sexual assault.

12. False. When a person says "no," it means there is not consent. As far as the law is
concerned, "no" means "no."

Source: AuroraHealthCare ® - For Your Well Being

